GRIP TITE®
MOLAR BANDS

- Precise Anatomical Shaping
- Patented Deep Indents for Enhanced Bond Strength
- Advanced Band Identification System
- Range in Size from 00-36
- Available in Standard (.007”) or Firm (.010”) Thickness
- Economical Purchasing Options
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GRIPTITE® MOLAR BANDS

**Enhanced Bond Strength**
GripTite molar bands feature patented mechanical interlocking indentations for improved bond strength and retention. GripTite indentations are three times deeper than photoetched bands.
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*GripTite pockets are three times deeper than photoetched bands.*

Other methods for modifying inner band surfaces leave an irregular pattern, causing bond strength variance from band to band. With GripTite, however, the precise depth and geometric shape of the indents enhance cement penetration, optimizing bond strength while reducing failures.
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**Precise Anatomical Shaping**
GripTite bands are anatomically correct according to tooth shape and size. This precision shaping delivers a snug, secure fit and superior retention without re-shaping or stretching.

Available in 38 sizes, GripTite bands ensure a precise fit without forcing or driving.

**Advanced Band Identification**
All bands are permanently identified with an advanced marking system that clearly indicates Palmer Notation, band size and tooth identification on the mesial surface.

These markings are corrosion-free and will withstand any type of sterilization.

**Economical Purchasing Program**
Ask Customer Service about TPO’s volume band purchasing options. With this offer, we provide you with the highest quality band, tube and lingual attachment of your choice at a special pricing advantage.

At TP Orthodontics, we never stop looking for a better way to do things. Orthodontists around the world choose TPO brands because they provide innovative orthodontic solutions that no other manufacturer can match.

Our engineers understand the difference between what works in the lab and what really works in your practice. This means that not a single product is released into the market until we know it will perform to your highest expectations.

We believe in developing products that make your treatment more effective and your patients happier. Our dedicated customer service personnel are standing by to assist you. When you choose TPO as your orthodontic partner, you get only the best for your practice.

**ONLY THE BEST FOR YOUR PRACTICE**

ORDER these and all TPO products online at www.tportho.com or call
USA 800-348-8856
England 44 (0) 113 2539192
Australia 1-800 643 055 or 61 +3 9342 3200
South Africa +27 (0) 11 510 0097

GripTite is a registered trademark of TP Orthodontics, Inc., and manufactured under US Patent 5,611,576. All other patents pending.
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